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Using FileMaker BentoQue, 2010

	Bento is a product from FileMaker, which is owned by Apple. Designed to bring
	FileMaker’s database expertise to users of Mac OS X Leopard and later, it integrates
	data from iPhoto, iCal, Mail, and Address Book with databases that you can create
	from your own data as well as data imported from other sources.


	Bento is...
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iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide: Enterprise Deployment Strategies and Security SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Securely deploy iPads and iPhones on corporate networks


	Seamlessly integrate iPads and iPhones into your company's IT systems using the detailed instructions contained in this practical book. iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide shows you how to use iPads and iPhones as business devices and manage them tightly...
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The Ultimate Digital Music Guide: The Best Way to Store, Organize, and Play Digital MusicQue, 2012

	Iam a music lover. Big time. My wife and I try to catch at least one or two major shows a month, and I’m an “A Train” member of and frequent visitor to our local jazz club. (That’s the Dakota Jazz Club in Minneapolis, one of the best in the nation.) I have more than 1,700 albums in my music collection, or more than...
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Step into Xcode : Mac OS X DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2006
A Step-by-Step Guide to the Xcode Mac OS Development Environment

Every copy of Mac OS X comes with Xcode, the powerful development suite that Apple uses to build applications ranging from Safari to iTunes. But because Xcode is complex and subtle, even experienced Mac programmers rarely take full advantage...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
This updated edition of David Pogue's immensely popular Mac guidebook offers a wealth of detail on Apple's newest operating system. Snow Leopard is faster and more reliable than earlier Mac OSX versions, and no one is more reliable at bringing you up to speed than David Pogue. 
  
  The most authoritative book for Mac users of all...
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Writing Game Center Apps in iOS: Bringing Your Players Into the GameO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Now that Apple has introduced the GameKit framework to its iOS SDK, you can integrate Game Center features directly into your iPhone and iPad apps. This concise cookbook shows you how it's done, with 18 targeted recipes for adding leaderboards, user authentication, achievements, multiplayer games, and many other features.
...
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QuickTime for .NET and COM Developers (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	A gadget freak I am not—let’s be clear about that from the outset—but in the
	past couple of weeks our postman (a.k.a. the mailman) has arrived not once,
	but twice, with a package containing one of the most ingeniously compact
	bundles of consumer technology that exists today. The first was a long-overdue
	necessity: a...
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Create Mobile Games with Corona: Build with Lua on iOS and AndroidPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	Develop cross-platform mobile games with Corona using the Lua programming language! Corona is experiencing explosive growth among mobile game developers, and this book gets you up to speed on how to use this versatile platform. You'll use the Corona SDK to simplify game programming and take a...
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iPod & iTunes (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2005
Whether it's the ultra-thin, pocket-sized iPod or the vast music library known as iTunes, it seems like everyone is relying on these marvels of technology for their musical needs.  CDs and cassettes?  They're so twentieth century!
 			
 But like any cutting-edge technology, improvements come fast and furious.  To keep...
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Taking Your iPod touch to the MaxApress, 2010

	Unleash your iPod touch and take it to the limit using secret tips and techniques from gadget hacker Erica Sadun. Fast and fun to read, Taking Your iPod touch to the Max will help you get the most out of your iPod touch.

	

	You’ll find all the best undocumented tricks as well as the most efficient and enjoyable...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod and iTunes, 3rd EditionQue, 2006
Since the inception of iTunes, the iPod (the best-selling portable digital music player), and iTunes Music Store (Time magazine's Invention of the Year for 2003), Apple has taken the world of digital music by storm. The Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod and iTunes, Third Edition, provides all the information that music and media...
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Learning iPhone Programming: From Xcode to App StoreO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Get the hands-on experience you need to program for the iPhone and iPod Touch. With this easy-to-follow guide, you'll build several sample applications by learning how to use Xcode tools, the Objective-C programming language, and the core frameworks. Before you know it, you'll not only have the skills to develop your own...
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